Influence of maternal infection on offspring resistance towards parasites.
Immunoglobulins, parasite circulating antigens, immune cells, cytokines and other cell-related products can be transferred from infected mothers to their young. They can combine their effects to interact with the invading parasites, as well as to induce a long-term modulation of the offspring's capacity to mount an immune response to subsequent exposure to parasites. The protective effect of maternally derived antibodies may be limited by the selective transfer of immunoglobulin isotypes. Maternal antibodies may also prevent the priming of specific cells in offspring or inhibit the progeny's antibody production by interacting with B-cell receptors or with the idiotypic repertoire. The potentially beneficial priming effect of transferred parasitic antigens may be altered by the Th2-cell-biased foetal environment and such antigens may also induce deletion or anergy of T- and B-cell clones in offspring. Therefore, besides protective effects, maternal infection may downregulate the offspring's immune response. If such hyporesponsiveness may be clearly harmful (in increasing the risk or in worsening congenital or postnatally acquired infections in offspring), it can also be beneficial (in limiting the pathogenesis of some infections). Here, Yves Carlier and Carine Truyens review the rationale of these complex foeto-maternal relationships in parasitic diseases.